Abstract. The model of orbitally dependent magnetic structure of charge ordered insulated manganites is proposed. The model is semi-phenomenological. It allows using a few parameters to describe possible magnetic structures of compounds. The experimental crystal structure of compounds also could be taken into account. The compounds LaMnO
Introduction
The manganites compounds are interesting because of strong correlation between crystal, charge, orbital, and magnetic subsystems. The general formula of compounds under consideration is R 1-x , x=0, 1/2, 2/3. A field of correlation is a sublattice of Mn 3+ ions. Mn 3+ ion in octahedral oxygen neighborhood is a Jahn-Teller (JT) ion. The orbital states of Mn 3+ ions form a regular structure, called orbital ordering (OO). In the case of non-isovalent doping, the charge carriers could be localized on Mn ions. This effect leads to charge ordering (CO). It means the regular structure of Mn 3+ /Mn 4+ ions. The magnetic structures (MS) of manganies are various [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . There are A-type, E-type, CE-type, and F-type structures. OO is dependent upon crystal structure and charge distribution [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The interrelation between orbital and magnetic subsystems is also discussed [8] [9] [10] [11] . In OO description, a choice of driving mechanism of cooperative ordering is discussed. The ab initio calculations require a complicated account of correlations [12, 13] . The most popular KugelKhomskii model [8] usually is used within the approximation of comparable vibronic and superexchange interaction. Nevertheless, the main vibronic term is estimated as ~1 eV [14] , and the exchange parameters are ~1 meV [9, 10] . The rich set of MS makes difficult to create a uniform model. The main rules for estimation of the signs and relative values of superexchange (SE) parameters are GoodenoughKanamory rules [1] . These rules use OO for MS explanation. The absence of precise values makes the MS description impossible for magnetically frustrated compounds such as La 1/3 Ca 2/3 MnO 3 or BiMnO 3 . For SE parameters description, the ab initio calculations [12] , Kugel-Khomskii model [8] , orbitally-dependent phenomenological model [4, 9, 10, 17] , next-nearest neighbor model [4, 7, 15] , double-exchange model [7, 11] are applied. The ab initio calculations require preliminary assumption of MS [12, 13] . The doubleexchange model is not applicable in suggestion of CO. We use previously proposed orbitally-dependent SE model [9, 10] to find possible MS for different orbital mixing within the framework of crystal symmetry. The aim of the paper is the description of orbital-magnetic correlation in insulating magnanites including frustrated cases.
Orbital state of Mn 3+ ion
The ground state of Mn 3+ ion's orbital subsystem with total spin S=2 in undistorted octahedral ligand neighborhood is 5 E multiplet. This state is twofold degenerated, thus some distortions of the neighborhood lead to removing of degeneration. We can use e-type orbital operators acting on many-electron eigenfunctions of 5 E (|,|) in a linear combination as effective Hamiltonian 
The  1 and  2 coefficients are mainly phenomenological and could be described by linear vibronic interaction, non-linear vibronic interaction or crystal field models [9, 10] . Taking into account the effective interaction (1), the ground state function is considered as a linear combination of In the crystal, there is a sublattice of Mn ions. The orbital wave functions and orbital operators must be indexed by Mn 3+ ion number. Thus, there are two sets of orbital interaction characteristics for n th Mn 3+ ion: 1)  1,n and  2,n ; 2) ρ n , Θ n . For orbital state wave function (6) only one of characteristics-Θ n -is sufficient.
Superexchange interaction
The exchange interaction of two Mn ions in octahedral neighborhood could be described by general expression
where SE operators are dependent upon orbital operators (2) of interacting ions: 
. cos 
Results and discussion
Let us apply the theory above to certain manganite crystals. This application was performed sometimes earlier in previous papers [9, 10, 17] , but using another characteristics of OO, i.e.  angle instead of . It helps to remove the equivalence with MS description used in Kugel-Khomskii model [8] 
LaMnO 3
The space symmetry of the compound is Pnma [1] . The OO of LaMnO 3 ( Fig. 1) is caused by vibronic interaction of Mn 3+ ion with local distortions of oxygen octahedra. These distortions are described by symmetrized coordinates Q ,n and Q ,n . The coefficients of effective Hamiltonian (1) are: ,
where -|V e |Q ,n =0.11 eV, -|V e |Q ,n =0.34 eV. All Mn 3+ ions are divided into four sublattices due to symmetry considerations (see Fig. 1 ). The correlation between angles is:
The SE interaction is of type 1. The SE dependences upon Θ angle are drawn on Fig. 2 The space symmetry of the compound is P2 1 /m [5] . At low temperature, there is CO state of the compound. The CO and OO are presented on Fig. 3 
The SE interaction is of types 1-3. The second type of SE interaction defines planar interaction (J The magnetic cell is described by doubled crystal cell. The changes of OO may cause the change in the MS. The experimental MS of La 1/2 Ca 1/2 MnO 3 is CE structure [5] . It consists of FM zigzag chains along a axis with AFM order between chains. The A-type of MS is the nearest structure on the diagram.
La 1/3 Ca 2/3 MnO 3
The space symmetry of the compound is Pnma [21] that is tripled compared with LaMnO 3 . At low temperature, the CO state is also proposed [17, 18] . The CO and OO are presented on Fig. 5 3 . They must be slightly corrected, because it helps describing MS [17] .
where -|V e |Q ,n =0.24 eV, -|V e |Q ,n =0.31 eV. The wave function of the Mn 3+ sublattice is of the same form as in Eq. (11). The OO is described by correlation:
The SE interaction is of types 1-3. The SE parameters dependent upon  angle are the same as in The experimental investigation [18] has determined MS of type 2. However, the local oxygen octahedral distortions account in OO lead to type 1 structure. Taking into account possible terms  ,n ,  ,n in vibronic interaction (15) ,  may change slightly. On 
BiMnO 3
The space symmetry of the compound is C2/c [6] that is unusual for manganites. The possible OO is presented on Fig. 8 [10] . The OO of BiMnO 3 is caused not only by vibronic interaction of Mn 3+ ion with local distortions of oxygen octahedra [10] . The non-local and non-linear vibronic terms could be taken into account as parameters:
where n is Mn 3+ sublattice number (n=1e, 2e, 1d, 2d). The main parts of coefficients could be estimated as -|V e |Q ,e =0.18 eV, -|V e |Q ,e =-0.32 eV, -|V e |Q ,1d =0.10 eV, -|V e |Q ,1d =0.32 eV, -|V e |Q ,2d =-0.36 eV, -|V e |Q ,2d = -0.005 eV. The wave function of the Mn 3+ sublattice is of the same form as in Eq. (11) . There are two Mn 3+ positions-4e and 4d-with different local symmetry. OO with local symmetry account is described by correlation: . 3 / 2 , 
Conclusions
The uniform approach to description of orbital and magnetic structure of insulating manganite crystals is proposed. The model of orbital structure uses 2 parameters per Mn 3+ position. For magnetic structure description -only 1 parameter per JT position is needed.
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